Foundation for a Thorough CAAD Education
Hollis A. Loy

The birth and development of computing is considered by most as one of the greatest
technological achievements of the twentieth century. Since the integration of
computers in the built environment, over two decades ago, computing methods
developed into efficient designing and calculating tools.
In contrast, accelerating advancements in computing technology have created
generation gaps amongst architects. There are inexperienced, novice, intermediate
and advanced computer-capable architects. If each group was asked to define CAAD,
some would still describe it as a computer program for technical draughting. Others
may define CAAD (Computer Aided Architectural Design) as a vast array of digital
media in CAD, multimedia and DTP, assisting architects in compiling visual
presentations.
Currently, most architectural schools are capable of instructing most, if not all,
facets of CAAD (2D & 3D CAD, model rendering, photo montage, brochure layouts,
etc.). However, this knowledge is accumulated at random throughout the course of
study.
“Computer Graphics for Architects“ is the latest educational development in Europe
bridging generation gaps with senior architects and serving as an introductory
CAAD seminar to beginning architecture students. This book and lecture presents
a gallery of recent architectural CAD, multimedia, and DTP presentations practiced
in Europe´s second largest architectural firm. The terminology is user-friendly and
its content concentrates on responding to the most often posed questions by CAAD
beginners relating to:
1 Terminology
2 Appearance
3 Time Consumption
4 Cost
Techniques introduced are independent of any platform. The goal is to summarize
quickly and effectively the countless possibilities of presentations applicable in
architecture practice. “Computer Graphics for Architects“ provides a direction
for future presentations and motivates students to excel in CAAD.
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Introduction
For millennia, architecture has been a unique
profession, challenging technological and creative
minds. Without either component, the built
environment would not exist. Now, in a century
immersed in the birth of computers and technological
acceleration, a new plateau has been reached in
architecture. Computing, the newest addition to the
professional´s qualifications, has become the
architect´s primary medium for communication,
documentation and visualization of physical
environments. Since the evolution of CAAD
(Computer Aided Architectural Design) in the late
1970´s, rapid integration of computing technology has
created communication- and generation gaps within
the profession.
The four classifications of CAAD experienced
European architects in the status quo are
•

•

•

•

Advanced: high-tech enthusiasts capable of
performing multiple techniques to compile
client presentations and perform clerical
tasks.
Intermediate: typical CAD users who
periodically may indulge in DTP or clerical
tasks.
Novice: ordinary home PC users who have
not yet been exposed to methods and
potentials of CAAD in client presentations.
Inexperienced: those who have basically no
computer experience or only perform text
processing.

Traditional design methods and -media are
becoming increasingly insufficient for the profession
today. Computer applications cannot substitute skill
and imagination but they are effective and efficient in
assisting development in the built environment. To
maintain competitive standards, the novice and
inexperience levels need to discover digital design
as a primary designing tool as well as for
communicating and marketing purposes. This process
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can be achieved successfully by introducing
computing and CAAD methodology in a friendly,
understanding and motivating atmosphere. The ideal
starting point is not to train every architect and student
to be a high-tech user. It is to inform them of up to
date CAAD applications so they now can choose for
themselves which equipment, software and training
is most suitable for their needs.
European architectural schools, at the same time,
are excelling in computing by offering a vast range of
facilities and courses covering: CAD; Multimedia; DTP,
to provide a complete CAAD program.
Education has developed in a manner, that
knowledge in these fields may be accumulated
randomly over the course of study. Broad based CAAD
curriculums are essential to innovative digital design,
but students can be withheld from numerous
treasures, if courses and/or facilities are chosen
according to personal interest and knowledge only.
AWARENESS is the key ingredient for the
foundation of a thorough CAAD education of the
novice and inexperienced. To prevent valuable IT tools
from going unnoticed, architectural education should
implement a foundation from which to continue the
development of design skills. This is accomplished
by promoting and directing attention to an overview
of feasible applications, currently used in creating
CAAD presentations. Material should be presented
in a user-friendly manner and broad enough to capture
the interest of every level of architect. Although the
visual results of digital architecture are the focus of
attention, it is equally important to address the most
frequently asked questions in architecture practice:
•
•
•
•

How does the presentation look?
What is this presentation technique called?
How much time is needed for this type of
presentation?
How much does it cost to compile this
presentation?

The most appropriate opportunity to establish a
solid foundation for a thorough CAAD education is as

Figure 1 (right). A table of
illustrations representing an
array of CAAD techniques.
Additional categories identify
the graphic examples with the
names of their respective
methods and typical software
used to process these images.
Average file capacity has also
been included for a better
understanding of storage
needs for various CAAD
applications.

early as possible. Once students and architects
become more aware of existing presentation
techniques, they become more qualified to choose,
practice and perfect personally intriguing presentation
methods over the course of study or throughout
practice.
Establishing a CAAD foundation is not an easy
task since a thorough overview of CAAD technology
should grow with the constant and rapid developments
in the IT market. “Computer Graphics for Architects”
is an educational concept formulating a framework
for this overview.
It is a presentation consisting of two parts: A
lecture, summarizing in a matter of hours, the diversity
of presentations and most recent CAAD developments
applicable in architecture practice. The manual serves
as lecture notes and as an illustrative reference guide.
Terminology is “user-friendly“ since“Computer
Graphics for Architects“ targets novice or
inexperienced architecture students and CAAD
professionals in Europe. Emphasis is placed on the
graphic output and quality.
A manual as lecture notes allows students to
concentrate on the lecture, as well as an illustrative
reference guide for effective communication and/or
collaboration with colleagues. It seeks to convey
CAAD methodology efficiently by presenting a gallery
of: CAD drawings; color photo imagery; step-by-step
illustrations; comparative lists; in-depth glossary
While the content displays a smorgasbord of
presentation possibilities, one must still refer to an
owner´s manual for detailed information on operating
hardware or executing software procedures.
The lecture content reveals how the following
topics link or overlap:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Brochure Layout
Internet and Homepage Editing
Laptop, Disk & CD Presentation
Presentation Coordination
Plotter Papers & Films
Tips and Time Saver Tables

Brief highlighting of professional experiences in
these categories can spare others the inconvenience
of sifting through numerous handbooks, investing in
expensive counseling and nerves. The lecture
atmosphere stimulates valuable interactive
discussions and provides an opportunity to verbally
update aging information in the manual.

Topic 1: (Hardware)
In spite of the main topic focusing on digital design
output, the introductory topic reviews for the novice,
hardware and common knowledge often needed for
digital designing presentations. The goal of this

General Equipment (Hardware)
2D CAAD
3D CA(A)D Modeling
3D Model Rendering
Digital Photo Processing
Animation / Video Montage
Scanning / Vectorizing / Digitizing
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Figure 2 (far left). Addresses
a commonly asked question in
architecture. “What is the
most efficient method for
entering this site plan into the
computer?“ Here, digitizing,
vectorizing and scanning are
introduced as solutions. Also
included in the explanation of
each tactic are step by step
illustrations, time
consumption and file
capacity.
Figure 3 (left). Explains how
the regulation of polygons in
3D CAD modeling influences
file capacity and the results in
a model rendering process.

starting point is to illustrate how one´s digital needs
influence the purchase of hardware. For example:
•
•
•
•
•

Data processing and file capacity.
Varying file capacities between word
processing, CAD, DTP, etc..
Storage mediums for graphics file transfer.
Comparing performance of a home, CAD and
multimedia PC.
A general overview of printers/plotters plus
examples revealing the quality of output.

•
•

Topic 3: (3D CAD)
3D CAD continues the study of vector compiled
graphics. These presentations can be compiled by:
•
•
•

Topic 2: (2D CAD)
The information in this section addresses only a few
execution procedures but provides helpful reference
charts to minimize test plotting and spare time during
a competition. For example:
•
•
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Line weights and hatching libraries
Color charts
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Scaled charts of people, cars, trees and text.
When to scan, digitize or vectorize.

•
•

The use of axonometry for 3D illustration.
Creating quick perspectives with 2D
elevations.
3D modeling basics for wireframe
perspectives and model rendering. (eg.
extruding polygons)
3D shading
Working with 3D blocks.

Topic 4: (Digital Model Rendering)
Traditional design media such as water colors, pencil
and airbrush have served architects well in conveying

Figure 4 (right). Introduces
the two types of digital
imagery, vector and pixel.
Here, 3D model rendering is
explained as a conversion
process from vector- to pixel
imagery in rendering realistic
perspectives.
Figure 5 (far right). Shows
that choosing a file extension
for saving pixel images is
influenced by its intended use.
A bar graph also reveals how
the capacity of different file
extensions stack-up to each
other.

form and a sense of space. However, architectural
visualization is now the preferred method of clients
for their presentations and public relations. Model
rendering has become a layman´s best friend in
comprehending and sensing a project´s future
physical presence. General points of interest in model
rendering are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Converting vector models to pixel images.
Applying color and textures to CAD models.
Creating materials and properties of textures.
Rendering time consumption.
Illustrate a rendered montage.
Sunlight simulation studies.

Topic 5: (Digital Photo Imagery)
One of the most exciting graphic presentation
techniques is digital photo processing. It is not difficult
to learn and practice but a few pointers can save
tremendous time and storage. Architecture practice

is applying digital photo processing in numerous forms
and combinations of presentations. Including the
colorization of CAD drawings. A good overview of this
subject entails:
•
•
•
•
•

Resolution characteristics
Calculating color depth
Choosing graphic file extensions according
to intended use.
Simple enhancement techniques
Compositing a photo montage

Topic 6: (Page layout and brochures)
Graphic presentations, regardless of form, create an
image of the architect. They exemplify the creative
ideas, contents and work attitude of the designers.
Desktop publishing is an especiallly important public
relations medium for representation of a project in the
absence of the architect. Criteria for making a correct
and lasting impression of one´s work is:
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Figure 6 (far left). Illustrates
where a PDF presentation
originates and how it can be
further utilized in laptop, CDRom and Internet
presentations.
Figure 7 (left). A
documentation from “Digital
Productions“, München,
explaining the organization of
a large scale multimedia
production for an
architectural public relations
presentation. In addition to a
large “price tag“, efficient
cataloging and compilation of
enormous pixel- and vector
model libraries.

•
•
•
•

Creating a corporate identity.
Brochure content
Text and image placement
Layout samples

Topic 7: (Presentation Coordination)
To make an overview more complete, it is necessary
to present how CAAD techniques link or overlap. In
this section, a review of the sequence of the previous
topics reminds the designer that 2D/3D CAD
composites vector graphics, model rendering converts
vector models to pixel images, etc.. Other meaningful
information about presentation organization covers:
•
•
•
•

Technique sequence chart.
Project coordination from CAD to multimedia.
Organization within the office.
How to get the most from a multimedia
presentation.
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Topic 8: (Internet)
Architects now have the opportunity to use a
communication tool that was fictional just a little more
than a decade ago. Today the internet is widely used
commercially by architectural firms as well as higher
education for instructional purposes. Going online is
absolutely the most convenient means to advertise
internationally or to gather updated information,
available 24 hours a day. The information highway is
approached by explaining:
•
•
•
•
•
•

The internet as a communication tool.
How the “Net” works.
Hompage examples
Listing of helpful
URL´s.
Architects online

Figure 8 (right). Shows how
firms large and small may
choose to integrate high tech
web navigation features or
publish simple vector imagery
on their web site.
Figure 9 (far right). Explains
the difference and similarities
between a digital camera and
a frame grabber such as the
“Snappy“. It illustrates how a
frame grabber has been used
in a large architectural firm
to produce fast and affordable
snapshots for rough
conceptual designing.

Topic 9: (Miscellaneous)
It would be a shame to exclude techniques, influencing
CAAD, because they do not belong to any of the
previous topics. These helpful tips, tricks and time
savers are:
•
•
•
•
•

File extension tables.
Software performance tables.
Digital Cameras vs. Frame grabbers
Efficient organizing of graphic files with
browsing software.
Animations, video and VRML

As you hopefully can see, having a fast, thorough,
updated overview of continually accelerating
technology, vital to architecture presentations, saves
time as well as money. The feedback from universities,
as well as from firms has shown that an extensive
overview for a CAAD foundation provides unique

insight for every lecture participant. The advanced
designers are usually interested in seeing a variety of
presentations accomplished by others. The
intermediate level feels motivated to excel and practice
remaining foreign methods. The novice feel more
informed on choosing a strategy for their
presentations. The inexperienced, usually in leading
positions, may continue practicing clerical tasks only,
but they feel informed well enough about current
CAAD applications to stimulate their creativity and
forward assignments to the proper personnel for
execution.
Through awareness, it becomes clear how, when
and what the competition is achieving with the hard/
software one may or may not have. The lecture
atmosphere also allows the presentation of
animations, videos, software demonstrations, etc.
which cannot be as effectively portrayed in a book.
In the midst of constant project deadlines,
architects either have no time to read thick handbooks
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or feel intimidated by the sudden intrusion of
computing in architecture. Unlike a manifesto, the
“Computer Graphics for Architects” manual conveys
techniques quickly through clear and concise visual
illustrations.
Since William J. Mitchell´s introduction of
“Computer Aided Architectural Design” in 1977, the
scope of computing media in architecture has
broadened tremendously. Scholars have published
extensive literature on this subject. The explosion of
computing into every unimaginable profession, quickly
left novice and inexperienced CAAD related architects
in a black hole. They cannot be expected to
understand CAAD if they only know CAD exists. What
distinguishes the “Computer Graphics for Architects”
manual from other CAAD related books? It is the
intention and specialization of the authors. Two further
books are mentioned below.
“Computing in Architectural Practice” by
Christopher Woodward and Jaki Howes; The authors
of this book have compiled a concise overview
introducing the use of computers more widely in small
and medium sized practices and for students who wish
to learn how computers are used in practice. The
illustrations are black and white handsketches and
diagrams. This book establishes a good foundation
for basic clerical and administrative tasks which even
the smallest firms cannot avoid undertaking.
“Digital Architecture” by M. Saleh Uddin; Finally a
book in color has been published leaving digital design
media in architecture no longer underrepresented.
Illustrations from 50 top designers effectively present
a broad range of varying digital presentations as well
as how they were executed. This book is not intended
for the inexperienced and novice, but it introduces an
ideal overview to intermediate and advanced level
designers interested in knowing what other
professionals are achieving and how.
Modern technological presentation techniques
and applications can no longer be avoided, if architects
plan to remain competitive in a newly computer
dominated profession. A CAAD education is not
complete until one is aware of all presentation
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possibilities. Regardless of platform, the lecture and
manual “Computer Graphics for Architects” offers with
its specialized skills and knowledge, a vast, practical
and important part in the education of architecture
today. It gives insight and creates awareness to
unlimited design and CAAD methods. Through
awareness, from a thorough overview of CAAD
techniques, architects and students become more
qualified in knowing when, how and what
presentations they can achieve with the tools they
may or may not have.
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